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Summary

The planet is in the midst of an environmental emergency, and the world is only tinkering at 
the margins. Humanity’s addiction to fossil fuels and voracious appetite for natural resources 
are accelerating climate change and degrading ecosystems on land and sea, threatening the 
integrity of the biosphere and thus the survival of our 
own species. Given these risks, it is shocking that the 
multilateral system has failed to respond more forceful-
ly. Belatedly, the United States, the EU, the UK, and 
some other advanced market democracies have adopted 
more aggressive greenhouse gas reduction targets, but 
their ability to deliver is suspect, while critical emerging 
economies like China and India have resisted accelerating their own decarbonization.1 Even 
more concerning, existing multilateral commitments, including on climate change, fail 
to address the other half of the planet’s ecological crisis: collapsing biodiversity, which the 
leaders of the Group of 7 nations rightly call an “equally important existential threat.”2 

Preserving the natural world on which our well-being depends requires more than lofty rhet-
oric from national leaders. It demands bold breakthroughs in international environmental 
cooperation that can bridge the chasm between a global political system divided into nearly 
200 independent countries and a unitary biosphere that obeys no sovereign boundaries. It is 
time to govern the world as if the Earth mattered.3 

What is needed is a paradigm shift in foreign policy and international relations, which one 
might term “planetary politics.”4 The cornerstone of this new worldview is ecological realism: 

It is time to govern the world  
as if the Earth mattered.
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recognition that the integrity of the biosphere is the fundamental precondition for all that 
humanity hopes to accomplish.5 This new mindset will require governments to expand 
traditional definitions of national interest and international security, broaden conventional 
conceptions of sovereign obligations, and adopt a new approach to measuring national 
wealth that accounts for and values Earth’s natural capital assets. 

To put this new mindset into action, the world’s governments must overhaul and strengthen 
the institutional and legal foundations of international environmental cooperation. Priorities 
include investing in nature-based solutions to climate change; bringing global trade rules 
into line with ecological imperatives; adopting a new approach to development that is truly 
sustainable; strengthening the Convention on Biological Diversity; finalizing agreement 
on the High Seas Biodiversity Treaty; and negotiating a comprehensive Global Pact for the 
Environment.

Summary for Policymakers

Climate change is just part of the global environmental emergency. Biological diversity is also imperiled.  
Human activity is driving unprecedented declines in ecosystems and species, threatening the health 
and integrity of the biosphere and the innumerable benefits that we obtain from the natural world. 

Unfortunately, existing national policies and multilateral institutions have proven totally inadequate  
to address this potentially existential risk. Restoring balance between humanity and nature requires  
a paradigm shift toward “planetary politics,” accompanied by dramatic innovations in global  
environmental governance.  

A New Mindset

The point of departure for planetary politics is recognition that everything humanity seeks to  
accomplish ultimately depends on the stability and health of a unitary biosphere that does not  
recognize national borders. Three priorities for governments flow from this: 

• Designate the survival and stewardship of the biosphere as a core national interest and a central 
objective of international cooperation.

• Bring traditional concepts of sovereignty into line with the imperatives of planetary ecological 
stewardship, including by endorsing a new state responsibility to protect the global environment.  

• Work with corporations and communities to account for, invest in, and safeguard natural capital 
and ecosystem services, rather than taking them for granted and exploiting them to exhaustion.
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New Multilateral Institutions and Policies

Planetary politics will require strengthening existing and creating new multilateral 
institutions and treaties to address the crisis of the biosphere—and backing these 
commitments with adequate resources.

• Expand nature-based climate solutions. Given the intertwined natures of the 
climate and biodiversity crises, parties to the UNFCCC should redouble their 
efforts to capture and permanently store CO2 in natural carbon sinks. 

• Make international trade nature friendly. To make global trade “green,” na-
tions should adopt border carbon adjustments to penalize polluters, eliminate 
nature-destroying subsidies, liberalize trade in environmental goods, and crack 
down on illicit trafficking in wild species.

• Make global development truly sustainable. To reconcile the needs of humanity 
and the viability of nature, the international community must rein in destructive 
extractive industries and redesign and mobilize development financing to encour-
age environmental stewardship.

• Strengthen the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD). At their Fifteenth 
Conference of Parties in December 2022, parties to the CBD must ratify a robust 
new global biodiversity framework, including a credible commitment to protect 30 
percent of Earth’s land and ocean by 2030.  

• Bring the United States into the CBD. Joe Biden’s administration should promptly 
seek the U.S. Senate’s advice and consent for ratification of the CBD, which is fully 
consistent with U.S. national sovereignty and U.S. national interests.

• Conclude a High Seas Biodiversity Treaty. UN member states should restart and 
conclude negotiations on this convention, to establish multilateral rules govern-
ing the conservation and sustainable use of marine biological diversity in areas 
beyond national jurisdiction.

• Negotiate a Global Pact for the Environment. Finally, the nations of the world 
should promptly begin negotiations on a comprehensive global convention to 
bring coherence to the fragmented landscape of international environmental 
organizations, treaties, and law.
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The Human Assault on Nature:  
Welcome to the Anthropocene

So great is our species’ collective impact on the planet that some scientists advocate 
designating an entirely new era, the Anthropocene (the Age of Humans), to describe the 
current moment.6 Since 1950, globalization has delivered remarkable progress, including 
an eleven-fold increase in global gross domestic product (GDP), adjusted for inflation.7 
Many average citizens now enjoy material comforts unimaginable to monarchs in previous 
centuries.8 Such abundance has come at grievous cost to nature, however, fundamentally 
altering our relationship to the living planet.9 The global population has more than tripled 
from 2.5 billion to 8 billion over the same seventy years, and our ravenous material desires 
are jeopardizing the innumerable benefits we obtain from healthy ecosystems, ranging from 
breathable air and fertile soils to clean water and pollinated crops. Humanity has become the 
most powerful force shaping the Earth system.10

The scope and costs of this assault can no longer be ignored. They have been documented 
in a succession of stark reports from the United Nations and private groups like the World 
Wide Fund for Nature.11 On nearly all indicators, the trajectory is dismal. Global carbon 

dioxide (CO2) emissions would need to drop 45 percent 
by 2030 to hold the rise in average global temperatures 
to 1.5°C, the objective to which nations agreed in Paris 
in 2015. Instead, they are on track to decline only 3 
percent by the end of the decade, portending a future 
of searing heat, raging wildfires, acidifying oceans, 
violent storms, rising seas, and mass migration.12 In 
the latest Emissions Gap Report, issued shortly before 

the twenty-seventh Conference of Parties to the UN Framework Convention on Climate 
Change (COP27), the UN Environment Programme (UNEP) admitted that there is “no 
credible pathway to 1.5°C in place.” Indeed, current policies point to a world where tem-
peratures rise 2.8°C, and national commitments (even if fulfilled) would only reduce this to 
2.4–2.6°C.13 “We had our chance to make incremental changes, but that time is over,” warns 
Inger Andersen, UNEP’s executive director. “Only a root-and-branch transformation of our 
economies and societies can save us from accelerating climate disaster.”14

Climate change, moreover, is just part of Earth’s environmental plight. Biological diversity 
is also imperiled, and global warming is not even the primary culprit.15 Around the world, 
ecosystems and species are at risk of collapsing as humans degrade and despoil landscapes 
and seascapes, dump pollutants and toxins into the environment, introduce invasive species, 
and harvest timber, fish, wildlife, and other living resources unsustainably. 

The figures are sobering.16 Three-quarters of the planet’s ice-free terrestrial surfaces and two-
thirds of its marine environment have already been severely altered, including by agriculture, 

Humanity has become the  
most powerful force shaping 

the Earth system.
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ranching, logging, mining, urbanization, and industrial fishing.17 Ninety-three percent of 
global fisheries are overexploited or exploited to capacity, and fleets have reduced large ocean 
fish to 10 percent of their preindustrial numbers.18 Every year, the world discharges another 
300–400 million tons of toxic sludge, heavy metals, and industrial poisons directly into the 
water, as well as 14.3 million tons of plastic into the oceans.19 Globally, fertilizer runoff has 
created more than 400 hypoxic (low oxygen) coastal “dead zones,” with a combined area 
larger than that of the United Kingdom.20 

One million animal and plant species face near-term extinction.21 Since 1970, populations of 
wild vertebrates have declined by 69 percent and insects by 45 percent worldwide, and 3 bil-
lion birds have vanished from North America.22 Humans and our domesticates now account 
for 96 percent of the planet’s mammalian biomass; 70 percent of all birds are poultry.23 Half 
of all tropical forests have been destroyed since 1960, and each year the world loses another 
3.36 million hectares (8.3 million acres)—an area the size of Belgium.24 Globally, more than 
85 percent of wetlands and 35 percent of mangroves have already been lost.25 

There have been five mass extinctions in Earth’s 4.5-billion-year history. Mounting evidence 
suggests we are on the cusp of a sixth.26 This risk is particularly acute in the world’s oceans, 
which are warmer than they have been in recorded history and 30 percent more acidic than 
they were just 200 years ago—the fastest change in ocean chemistry in 50 million years.27 
Half of all coral reefs have disappeared since 1990, and 90 percent of those that remain are 
likely to die by 2050 as average sea temperatures exceed those ever recorded.28 Acidic waters, 
meanwhile, threaten the survival of zooplankton and invertebrates and the collapse of entire 
food chains. Without swift and dramatic steps to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, two 
Princeton University scientists warned earlier this year, the loss of ocean biodiversity over the 
next three centuries could rival the Permian Extinction, which saw the disappearance of 90 
percent of ocean life.29

Our own species is suffering, too, on this degraded and crowded planet. Hundreds of mil-
lions face food insecurity, and agricultural production must rise 50 percent by midcentury 
to meet growing demands.30 Freshwater resources are under similar strain as snowpack melts 
and aquifers are drained faster than they are replenished. By 2050, 40 percent of humanity 
could confront severe water stress.31 

Human health is also at risk. Since 1970, some 200 pathogens have leapt from wild animals 
to people, often through intermediate hosts. They include among others HIV/AIDS, Ebola, 
SARS, Nipah, West Nile, MERS, H5N1, monkeypox, and of course SARS-CoV-2, the virus 
that causes COVID-19 and that came from horseshoe bats.32 While epidemiologists debate 
the pandemic’s proximate origins (natural transmission versus laboratory leak), they agree 
that we have entered a new era of infectious disease—and that our unsustainable approach 
to nature is partly to blame.33 As humans and livestock encroach upon and disrupt biodi-
verse ecosystems, they encounter once-isolated species, exposing themselves to new viruses 
that can quickly spread globally.34 The average annual cost of emerging zoonoses is more 
than $1 trillion worldwide, with periodic pandemics capable of inflicting severe damage (in 
the case of COVID-19, as much as $28 trillion in lost global growth through 2025).35
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Two and a half centuries after the much-maligned Thomas Malthus published his Essay on 
the Principle of Population, the good reverend merits another hearing, albeit with a twist.36 
While Malthus may have erred in arguing that food production could never keep pace 
with human fecundity, overconsumption is definitely an ecological problem. According to 
the Global Footprint Network, it would take almost five Earths’ worth of resources for the 
world’s 8 billion inhabitants to achieve the same living standard average Americans enjoy 
today.37 And things are poised to get worse before they get better. Despite declining fertility, 
the human population will not plateau until at least 2060, and the aspirations of a rising 
global middle class will exacerbate ecological strains.38 Contrary to the beguiling claims of 
techno-utopians, there is scant evidence that societies get “more from less” as they become 
wealthier.39 Rather, the newly prosperous tend to outsource their natural resource demands 
to developing countries.40 

In seeking to satisfy these appetites, we risk breaching several planetary boundaries—includ-
ing those related to atmospheric CO2 concentrations, ocean acidification, species extinction, 
and nitrogen fixation—that define what scientists call a “safe operating space for humanity.”41 
Indeed, evidence is mounting that important subcomponents of the Earth system could be 
approaching critical thresholds that, when crossed, bring about massive, nonlinear shifts that 
will themselves accelerate climate change, with disastrous and potentially irreversible conse-
quences for nature and humanity.42 Such potential discontinuities include a rapid die-back of 
the Amazon rainforest, abrupt melting of boreal permafrost, and the sudden collapse of the 
Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation, an oceanic conveyor belt that keeps Europe’s 
climate temperate.43

Short of an alien invasion from outer space, it is hard to imagine any threat warranting more 
global solidarity and collective action than the prospect of rendering the sole planet we have 
uninhabitable. Our circumstance cries out for a “present at the creation” moment, akin to 

the flurry of international institution-building that 
followed World War II.44 

Instead, multilateral environmental cooperation is 
flailing. Most nations continue to treat ecological 
challenges as second-tier foreign policy priorities best 
managed by environmental ministries, leaving their 
foreign, defense, finance, and trade counterparts to 
focus on (presumably weightier) matters like geopoliti-
cal competition, alliance politics, arms control, macro-
economic coordination, and international commerce. 
The results are predictable. What passes for multilateral 
environmental governance is a patchwork of weak, 
sector-specific agreements, overseen by underpowered 

implementing bodies unable to enforce compliance with ostensible commitments. The 
annual COPs provide a case in point. The Earth may be on fire, but the planet’s fate con-
tinues to depend on a hodgepodge of uncoordinated national pledges driven by short-term 
domestic political and economic considerations. 

Short of an alien invasion  
from outer space, it is hard to 

imagine any threat warranting 
more global solidarity and  

collective action than the 
prospect of rendering the sole 
planet we have uninhabitable. 
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A New Mindset 

The advent of the Anthropocene demands something more. It warrants a paradigm shift in 
foreign policy and international relations, in which cooperation on the shared environmental 
threats of climate change and collapsing biodiversity move to center stage. Planetary politics 
begins with the recognition that our traditional approaches to foreign policy, international 
security, and world order are incapable of addressing the most pressing ecological threats to 
human lives and livelihoods. As an initial step, all governments must designate the survival 
of the biosphere as a core national interest and a central objective of national security—and 
organize and invest accordingly.

Embracing Ecological Realism

The global environmental emergency, like the COVID-19 pandemic, has exposed the 
limitations of traditional political realism as a guide to statecraft in an age of planetary 
threats. That venerable perspective, elaborated by Thucydides, Niccolo Machiavelli, Thomas 
Hobbes, and Jean-Jacques Rousseau as well as more recent thinkers and practitioners like 
Hans Morgenthau and Henry Kissinger, still dominates the study and practice of foreign 
policy, not least in the United States.45 It depicts the international system as a fundamentally 
anarchic, cutthroat realm in which nations must be ever vigilant of the prospect of violence 
and nurture military capabilities to defend themselves. Alas, any step that one state takes to 
enhance its power inevitably makes others feel vulner-
able, producing the well-known security dilemma.46 
International institutions and alliances can dampen but 
never eliminate these dynamics, which are rooted in 
the human desire to dominate and the absence of world 
government. 

Political realism has its uses. It helps explain Sino-
American geopolitical rivalry and regional tensions 
among Persian Gulf nations, for instance. But it 
offers little insight on how to think about—much less 
respond to—threats without a threatener, like climate 
change or pandemic disease, that arise from human 
interactions with the environment.47 Its blind spot is in assuming that humanity and nature 
exist in a steady state, when in fact the potential collapse of the living planet as we have 
known it is the biggest long-term existential threat we face. There is irony here. Political 
realists are fond of describing world politics as a Hobbesian “state of nature.”48 But they 
seldom pause to consider the state of nature itself.

The global environmental crisis requires a new statecraft grounded in ecological realism: 
namely, recognition that the entire human enterprise depends on a healthy, stable biosphere.49 

Political realists are fond of 
describing world politics as a 
Hobbesian “state of nature.”  
But they seldom pause to  
consider the state of  
nature itself.
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Ecological realism does not discard the national interest as a concept but broadens it to 
encompass the preservation of Earth’s life-support systems as an objective at least as im-
portant as the short-term pursuit of military, political, economic, or technological power. It 
likewise expands the definition of national security to encompass safeguarding the ecological 
foundations of human survival.50

Foreign policy traditionalists may flinch at such a reframing, not wanting to distract diplo-
mats and defense officials from what they call high politics. Times, however, are changing. 
In 1947, when then U.S. secretary of state George Marshall appointed George Kennan his 
first director of policy planning, he famously gave the latter just two words of advice: “avoid 
trivia.”51 Rather than fixate on daily minutiae, the new office should focus on the big picture 
and a longer time horizon. In Kennan’s era, that meant containing Soviet communism. 
Marshall’s admonition remains apt, but what counts as important has changed. While a new 
geopolitical rival, China, looms large, many other items on the U.S. foreign policy agenda—
like the future of al-Qaeda or the fate of Nicolás Maduro’s regime in Venezuela—seem 
trivial, at least compared to the fate of the living planet.52 The same is true for other national 
governments.

Any definition of security that does not consider Earth’s long-term habitability is inherently 
suspect. This was something that Jessica Tuchman Mathews recognized back in 1989, when 
she penned an extraordinarily prescient article on “Redefining Security” for the journal 
Foreign Affairs. For the first time in history, humanity had begun to “alter the environment 
on a planetary scale,” rendering “the assumptions and institutions that have governed inter-

national relations in the postwar era . . . a poor fit” for 
policymakers.” Unfortunately, she observed, “Ignorance 
of the biological underpinning of human society blocks 
a clear view of where the long-term threats to global 
security lie.”53

More than three decades later, conditions may finally 
be ripe for a paradigm shift in foreign policy and 
international affairs, including in the United States.54 
Just a week after his inauguration in January 2021, 

U.S. President Joe Biden issued a historic executive order declaring climate change a top-tier 
threat to U.S. national security and directing his administration to lead a whole-of-govern-
ment response to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and adapt to global warming.55 Three 
months later, his director of national intelligence, Avril Haynes, told world leaders assembled 
for Earth Day that climate change “must be at the center of our country’s national security 
and foreign policy.”56

The challenge now is to translate these insights into practical action at the national and 
multilateral level to address the twin crises of climate change and biodiversity loss.57 In the 
United States, that means inculcating this new worldview across U.S. diplomatic, defense, 
development, energy, environmental, health, intelligence, and other agencies, as well as 

Any definition of security  
that does not consider Earth’s 

long-term habitability is  
inherently suspect. 
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working with Congress to reshape a massive national security budget still weighted over-
whelmingly toward countering traditional geopolitical and military threats.58 Globally, it 
means collaborating with foreign partners on a multilateral response to slow and reverse the 
despoilation of the natural world. The United States needs a new “long telegram,” grounded 
in ecological realism, that spells out a comprehensive strategy to preserve the biosphere.59

At the multilateral level, a shift to planetary politics will require national authorities of all 
nations to adopt a new ethic of environmental stewardship, expanding their concept of 
sovereign obligation to include a responsibility for protecting the global commons. In par-
allel, governments, businesses, and communities will need to value and account for Earth’s 
natural capital assets, rather than taking them for granted and exploiting them to depletion.

Reframing the Obligations of Sovereignty 

A shift to planetary politics requires new, shared understandings of sovereign obligations. 
The world’s governments must bring traditional concepts of sovereignty into line with the 
imperatives of ecological stewardship by endorsing a new state responsibility to protect the 
global environment. The core obligation should be to refrain from national actions that might 
fundamentally alter or damage the Earth system.60 No such understanding currently exists. 

Consider the high-profile ruckus that erupted in August 2019 between the presidents of 
France and Brazil as tens of thousands of fires ravaged the Amazon rainforest. Emmanuel 
Macron accused his counterpart, Jair Bolsonaro, of “ecocide” in opening the forest to 
rapacious loggers, ranchers, farmers, and miners. The indignant Brazilian blasted Macron for 
treating his country “as if we are a colony or a no-man’s land.”61 

The brouhaha exposed two rival conceptions of sovereignty. For Bolsonaro, Brazil had an 
absolute right to develop the Amazon at it saw fit. “Our sovereignty is non-negotiable,” his 
spokesman declared.62 For Macron, the rest of the world was no mere bystander but rather 
a stakeholder in the rainforest’s survival. It could not and would not remain silent as Brazil 
despoiled this indispensable carbon sink, irreplaceable oxygen source, and precious biodi-
versity repository. The core debate, in other words, was 
whether Brazil should be considered the rainforest’s 
owner or merely  
its steward.63 

The Bolsonaro-Macron dispute will not be the last of 
its kind, because the environmental policies that states 
adopt in national jurisdictions can affect other coun-
tries. This is most obvious when it comes to greenhouse 
gases, of course, as emissions anywhere influence the 
atmospheric total; but it also applies to air and ocean pollution, the destruction of species 
and ecosystems, rampant overfishing, interruption of the nitrogen cycle, and much more. 
The logical, if fraught, way to resolve this predicament is to expand sovereign responsibility 

A shift to planetary politics  
requires new, shared under- 
standings of sovereign 
obligations. 
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to include a duty to protect the biosphere. The greening of sovereignty begins with universal 
acknowledgement that it is does not give countries license to despoil the planet.64

There are precedents for this sort of shift. Contrary to the mythology of Westphalia, sover-
eignty has never been absolute or fixed. It has been continually contested, negotiated, and 
adapted (as well as violated, of course).65 The belief that sovereignty implies not just privi-
leges but obligations, and is contingent on the fulfillment of core duties, is by now widely 
accepted.66 States cannot allow terrorists to operate with impunity on their territory, for ex-
ample. Similarly, governments have a responsibility to protect (R2P) their inhabitants from 
mass atrocities.67 If they fail to discharge either obligation, they may forfeit a presumption 
against intervention. Some experts have proposed extending this logic to other cross-border 
harms. Former U.S. secretary of homeland security Michael Chertoff, for instance, posits 
that states have a sovereign “responsibility to contain” weapons and technology of mass 

destruction—and that derelict governments should 
be held to account in a global extension of “the legal 
principle of nuisance.”68

The Anthropocene warrants a similar adjustment, since 
short-sighted national policies can generate dangerous 
environmental spillovers. Under customary interna-
tional law, sovereign states already have a general due 
diligence obligation, known as the no harm rule, not 
to injure the environment in areas beyond their juris-
diction.69 Still, there is little consensus on the precise 
definition of transnational environmental damage, the 
spheres to which it should apply, the threshold at which 

state obligations kick in, or how countries might be held liable for cross-border injuries.70 
Witness, for example, the fraught, ongoing debates over whether historic emitters of green-
house gases should compensate vulnerable developing nations for loss and damage associated 
with climate change and its repercussions.71 

These questions are becoming trickier as potential sources of damage become more complex. 
As the planet’s ecological crisis deepens, the world will likely need to articulate and eventu-
ally codify a new global norm: a responsibility to protect the Earth (R2PE).72 Under R2PE, 
nations would agree not only to avoid generating transboundary harms but more generally 
to forswear activities that threaten the biosphere’s integrity. They would open themselves to 
external scrutiny, allowing others to monitor and verify their compliance with multilateral 
commitments. As this regime develops, those guilty of egregious violations could find 
themselves exposed to sanctions and other penalties.

The first step, of course, is to enumerate the precise obligations accompanying this new ethic 
of planetary stewardship, so that mechanisms might be developed to hold sovereign states 
accountable. Helpful advice on where to begin comes from an unlikely source. “What is 
needed . . .,” Pope Francis writes in his 2015 encyclical Laudato Si (Praise Be to You), “is an 
agreement on systems of governance for the whole range of so-called ‘global commons.’”73 

As the planet’s ecological  
crisis deepens, the world will 

likely need to articulate and 
eventually codify a new global 

norm: a responsibility to  
protect the Earth.
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Technically speaking, “commons” are shared pool resources, like fisheries or pasturelands, 
that belong to nobody but are open for use by all at no (or minimal) cost. Their inherent vul-
nerability is their susceptibility to overuse and degradation. In the absence of rules limiting, 
or charges for, access, actors are tempted to exploit such domains to exhaustion—a dilemma 
described by Garrett Hardin in his classic article, “The Tragedy of the Commons.”74

Historically, international law has recognized only four such global commons: Antarctica, 
the atmosphere, the high seas, and outer space. Nations have consented to treat these 
domains as part of humanity’s shared heritage, avoid exclusive sovereignty claims in each, 
and encourage their sustainable use. 

The Anthropocene will likely require expanding this traditional concept of the global 
commons to encompass a wider array of vulnerable biomes, ecosystems, and natural cycles 
critical to the planet’s health and resilience, regardless of whether (like the Amazon rainfor-
est) they are contained primarily or even entirely in the territory of a single state or group of 
states.75 This proposition may seem radical, but the biosphere is an integrated whole that is 
not easily reconciled with state frontiers. It is the complex product of dynamic interactions 
among the atmosphere, the cryosphere (or frozen regions), the hydrosphere (including ocean 
currents and chemistry), terrestrial and marine ecosystems, and the water, carbon, nitrogen, 
and other biogeochemical cycles.76 The impact of human actions on these subsystems, which 
regulate the planet’s climate, rainfall, and temperature, is of concern to all members of our 
species, regardless of where they dwell.77

Getting to agreement will not be easy. Nations will have to agree on the dimensions of the 
Earth system that ought to be included in this category and update this consensus periodi-
cally as scientific knowledge advances. The even more daunting task will be figuring out how 
to govern these various components collectively, so that humanity can benefit from relevant 
biomes, ecosystems, organisms, and processes without imperiling their long-term stability 
and resilience. 

While such ambitions might seem impracticable, there are precedents for renegotiating the 
obligations of sovereignty. In the wake of genocide in Rwanda and the Balkans, the Canadian 
government sponsored an International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty. Its 
groundbreaking 2001 report, The Responsibility to Protect, provided the intellectual, ethical, and 
practical rationale for that new, eponymous norm.78 In 2005, UN member states unanimously 
endorsed R2P, thanks in part to the visionary leadership of then UN secretary general Kofi 
Annan.79 One could imagine the current secretary general, Antonio Guterres, or his successor 
launching a similar process to protect the global environment. 

Putting a Price on Nature: What Is Earth Worth?

Planetary politics also implies putting a price on nature. For too long, our dominant 
economic models have treated the world economy as if it existed apart from the biosphere, 
ignoring the ecological preconditions for sustainable growth and development. We have 
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readily invested in produced capital—like buildings, roads, machines, and software—and 
human capital—such as education and healthcare—while running down the natural capital 
that sustains our lives and livelihoods.80 We have assumed that the Earth would bounce back 
from whatever we threw at it and that technological innovation and market incentives would 
allow us to break free from any resource constraints of a finite planet.81 

In the Anthropocene, such attitudes are no longer tenable. Nature is not just something 
that is nice to have, and its conservation is not merely a “personal virtue,” as then U.S. vice 
president Dick Cheney infamously put it in 2001.82 It is the ultimate foundation for prosper-
ity, and yet we are plundering it. According to UNEP, the planet’s stock of natural capital 
has declined 40 percent since 1992. Reversing this trend will require governments, firms, 
and communities to adopt a more inclusive definition of wealth that encompasses the value 
of the planet’s natural assets and the myriad benefits they provide humanity.83

These benefits fall into three broad categories. Regulatory services are the functions that 
healthy organisms and ecosystems play in creating conditions conducive to human life, 
including by controlling pests and disease, cycling nutrients, determining air quality, en-
riching soil, filtering water, pollinating crops, sequestering carbon, and buffering the impact 
of floods and storms. Provisioning services encompass the direct material benefits humans 
obtain from nature, such as from fiber, food, fuels, genetic resources, plant-based medicines, 
and timber. Finally, nonmaterial services include the multiple subjective psychological, 
recreational, and spiritual benefits humans derive from the living Earth.84  

Many environmentalists resist placing a monetary value on nature, citing its intrinsic worth 
and bridling at its perceived commodification.85 But failing to do so encourages firms and 
individuals, as well as governments, to take ecosystem services for granted and, because they 

are underpriced (or not priced at all), to exploit them 
to exhaustion. The result is market failure, in the form 
of environmental costs borne not by the participants in 
any specific exchange but by society as a whole (what 
economists call “negative externalities”).

There is no inherent contradiction between capitalism 
and conservation, between the pursuit of profit and 
environmental stewardship. Reconciling the two, 
however, requires a new mindset and new approaches 
to valuing nature, not only on the part of ecologists 
but also from participants in the global marketplace 
who have tended to ignore the fate of the biosphere. 

Belatedly, some capitalists and economists are acknowledging the inadequacy of orthodox 
approaches to growth. According to the World Economic Forum, 50 percent of all global 
output, worth $44 trillion per year, is highly or moderately dependent on benefits from 
nature—benefits that are increasingly in jeopardy.86 Another study places the total annual 
value of the planet’s ecosystem services between $125 trillion and $145 trillion.87 
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In February 2021, a multischolar team led by the British economist Sir Partha Dasgupta 
published The Economics of Biodiversity. Quickly dubbed “the Stern Review for biodiversity,” 
this landmark study repudiated the assumption that human ingenuity and market incentives 
can deliver perpetual growth and development regardless of their impact on the biosphere.88 
The world economy is inextricably embedded in nature, and yet GDP, the conventional mea-
sure of wealth and progress, neither accounts for nor promotes the conservation of natural 
capital, making it a poor indicator of well-being and long-term productive capacity.89 

Mainstreaming natural capital accounting requires governments and businesses to track 
such assets, incorporate them into balance sheets, and commit to transparency regarding 
their stewardship.90 In March 2021, the United Nations released an updated framework for 
standardized ecosystem accounting to facilitate this. 
Some ninety countries—including EU members and 
more than forty developing nations, but not yet the 
United States—have produced baseline natural  
capital accounts.91 

Governments must also deploy incentives and adopt 
regulations to motivate or require firms to shoulder the 
ecological costs of their market behavior, rather than 
continuing to pass these along to society. Too many of 
nature’s goods and services are overexploited because 
they have no price—or even a negative price, thanks to perverse subsidies. According to the 
Dasgupta review, the world’s governments spend some $4–$6 trillion on environmentally 
damaging subsidies, including for agriculture, fisheries, fuel, and water.92 By contrast, they 
devote only $68 billion annually to global conservation and sustainability—approximately 
what their citizens spend on ice cream. Exposing the true costs of these subventions could 
make it more likely that governments will reduce and ultimately eliminate them. 

A more robust framework for natural capital accounting could also provide donor govern-
ments with empirical justification and political cover for compensating economically poorer 
but biodiversity-richer countries that are prepared to protect or restore ecosystems and their 
services. This already happens domestically, as when local authorities pay landowners to 
preserve watersheds. But it can also occur internationally. The Biden administration and a 
number of European nations have periodically indicated openness to providing Brazil with 
resources to help preserve its portion of the Amazon rainforest, but only if that country’s 
pledges to do so are credible.93 

Lastly, a natural capital lens has the potential to transform the global financial system to 
promote environmental stewardship.94 This is most obvious for national governments, 
central banks, and multilateral financial institutions, which seek to correct for market 
failures and provide public goods. Financial regulators, including the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission and the EU’s European Banking Authority, are already moving 
toward mandating corporate disclosures of exposure to climate risk so that investors are 
aware of the relative vulnerability of firms to environmental shocks on a warming planet.95 
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Although such proposals have generated pushback in the United States—including from 
conservative politicians, market fundamentalists, and some companies—many banks, 
insurers, and institutional investors are themselves increasingly sensitive to the dangers that 
climate change poses to their bottom lines.96 Among the leaders in calling for mandatory 
disclosures, as well as for integrating sustainability concerns into investment decisions, is the 
asset management company BlackRock, which had more than $10.5 trillion in assets in its 
portfolio in early 2022.97 

This fiduciary responsibility is sure to be extended to other forms of nature loss as the 
private sector’s reliance on natural capital becomes increasingly obvious to investors.98 Some 
welcome developments are already in train. In September 2020, twenty-six financial institu-
tions signed the Finance for Biodiversity Pledge, promising to prioritize “the protection and 
restoration of biodiversity and ecosystems through our financing activities and investors,” 
including by incorporating biodiversity into environmental, social, and governance (ESG) 
goals, setting and disclosing targets, and issuing annual reports about the impacts of their 
investments on nature. The group has since grown to 111 institutional investors with 
collective assets of more than €16.3 trillion under management (approximately $16.8 trillion 
at current exchange rates).99 

In a complementary move, a coalition of financial institutions, corporations, and market 
service providers in June 2021 created a Task Force on Nature-Related Financial Disclosures. 
It aims to help market players better understand their dependence on ecosystem services 
and how their impact on nature may generate long-term risks to their profitability. As the 
task force explains, “The ultimate aim [is] supporting a shift of global financial flows away 
from nature-negative outcomes and toward nature-positive outcomes.”100 Consistent with 
this imperative, more than 330 large firms from fifty-six countries—among them Sweden’s 
IKEA, France’s BNP Paribas, and India’s Tata Steel—published an open letter to world 
leaders under the auspices of the Business for Nature Coalition. The signatories, with com-

bined global revenue of $1.5 trillion, demanded that 
all companies be required to “assess and disclose their 
impacts and dependencies on nature by 2030.”101

These are hopeful steps. Indeed, biodiversity, which 
was virtually ignored several years ago, has suddenly 
become one of the fastest growing areas of ESG invest-
ing in capital markets.102 Still, the business community 

remains deeply divided over whether and how to integrate such concerns into its operations, 
as well as over proposed reporting requirements. Opposition is particularly strong within the 
traditional agricultural, fishing, forestry, mining, and oil and gas sectors. More generally, 
it remains challenging to distinguish credible corporate responses to the global ecological 
crisis from public relations–motivated greenwashing. Civic activism, including threats of 
consumer boycotts, will remain critical if companies, as well as governments, are to be held 
to account in the battle to preserve biological diversity. When it comes to stewarding the 
Earth’s natural capital, Dasgupta reminds us, “We are all asset managers.”103 

When it comes to stewarding 
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New Multilateral Policies and Institutions 

Beyond adopting a new mindset, planetary politics will require adapting existing multi-
lateral institutions to address the crisis of the biosphere. The to-do list is enormous, but it 
should include the following priorities: expanding nature-based solutions to climate change; 
bringing World Trade Organization (WTO) rules into line with environmental stewardship; 
elevating sustainability concerns in development cooperation; bolstering the Convention on 
Biological Diversity; finalizing a new UN High Seas Biodiversity Treaty; and, ultimately, 
negotiating a Global Pact for the Environment.

Expand Nature-Based Climate Solutions

The most pressing near-term priority for preserving a habitable biosphere is obviously 
slashing greenhouse gas emissions. As the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
documents in its sixth round of assessments, the planet is on track to experience catastrophic 
warming unless the world takes immediate and dramatic steps to accelerate the clean energy 
transition.104 Even if current national pledges are fully implemented—which is unlikely— 
average global temperatures will rise at least 2.4°C above preindustrial levels.105 

Humanity’s collective failure to reduce emissions places a huge burden on carbon dioxide 
removal (CDR). Many observers are putting their faith in negative emissions technologies 
that can suck carbon directly from the atmosphere. Unfortunately, while recent technical 
breakthroughs hold promise, it will likely take decades for mechanical CDR to achieve the 
necessary scale.106 This makes it urgent to invest massively in terrestrial and marine ecosys-
tems that can serve as carbon storehouses in the short and medium term.107 Indeed, there is 
no conceivable way for the world to limit rising temperatures to 2.0°C without nature-based 
approaches to capturing and permanently storing carbon dioxide.

Although climate change and biodiversity loss are often treated as separate crises, they are 
deeply intertwined and need to be tackled together within the UN Framework Convention 
on Climate Change, with nations doubling down on carbon sinks.108 The natural world 
already attenuates many of the impacts of climate change by absorbing half of anthropogenic 
CO2 emissions, through a combination of photosyn-
thesis and subsequent storage in biomass (as well as 
dissolution of CO2 in seawater). This service is at risk, 
however, due to continued climate change, as well as 
human degradation of the environment, which is itself 
a driver of emissions. 

It is possible to turn this vicious cycle into a virtuous 
one, however. Ambitious efforts to protect, sustainably 
manage, and restore ecosystems will not only benefit 
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biodiversity but also mitigate climate change. Although estimates of the potential value 
of nature-based solutions vary widely, scientists agree that certain terrestrial and coastal 
ecosystems—such as forests, wetlands, peatlands, grasslands and savannas, mangroves, salt 
marshes, and kelp forests—have huge potential as carbon sinks.109 Their role needs to be 
elevated in countries’ nationally determined contributions to combat climate change.

Take Steps to Green World Trade 

Saving nature also requires reforming the global economy to safeguard the ecological 
preconditions for growth rather than allowing private actors to plunder the biosphere for 
short-term profit. An immediate priority is reforming global trade rules so that countries 
willing to commit to decarbonization—as EU member states have done—do not expose 
themselves to unfair economic competition or, alternatively, run afoul of the WTO when 
they discriminate against commerce from countries that conduct business as usual.110 The 
most straightforward approach would be for WTO members to adopt a blanket climate 
waiver permitting states to implement border carbon adjustments so that they can penalize 
carbon-intensive imports and reward other trading partners that employ greener production 

methods.111 This would encourage the formation of 
“climate clubs” composed of countries committed to 
emissions reductions—and thus eligible for nondis-
criminatory treatment. The resulting incentive structure 
would reduce the temptation for polluters to free ride 
on the efforts of nations that take the global climate 
crisis seriously and instead encourage positive-sum 
cooperation.112 

There are other promising proposals for greening global 
trade. The preamble to the Marrakech Agreement, 
which established the WTO in 1994, declares that the 
organization should promote “the optimal use of the 

world’s resources in accordance with the objective of sustainable development, seeking both 
to protect and preserve the environment and to enhance the means for doing so.”113 Given 
the role that trade has played in accelerating biodiversity loss and destruction of ecosystems, 
the time has come to put these fine words into action. As a start, WTO members should 
adopt new multilateral rules to prohibit nature-destroying subsidies, liberalize trade in 
environmental goods, and regulate trade in wild species.114

On subsidies, the WTO’s progress has been halting at best. After two decades of negotia-
tions on the elimination of fishing subsidies, members finally reached a modest agreement 
at their twelfth ministerial conference in June 2022, signing a four-year deal to prohibit 
subsidies for illegal, unreported, and unregulated (IUU) fishing. They also agreed to ban 
subsidies that support exploitation of overfished stocks, as well as of vulnerable species on the 
high seas. The accord marked the first time that the WTO had negotiated rules focused on 
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sustainability.115 At the same time, it did nothing to end more general subsidies that contrib-
ute to overcapacity and overfishing.

WTO members should similarly promote trade in environmental goods and services, includ-
ing by abolishing tariffs and other barriers on them, as envisioned in the Doha Declaration 
of 2001. Formal negotiations on a plurilateral agreement on trade in environmental goods 
began in 2014, ultimately involving forty-six WTO members responsible for 90 percent of 
such commerce. Unfortunately, these talks collapsed in December 2016 when parties failed 
to agree on the precise goods that should be covered.116 This definitional challenge remains 
daunting. Nevertheless, restarting these talks—and expanding their scope to cover trade in 
services—must be a priority, given the gravity of the global ecological crisis. 

Lastly, nations must tackle illicit trade in wild fauna and flora, commerce that threatens 
both global public health and the extinction of endangered species.117 Globally, wild species 
are disappearing at 1,000 times the historical background rate, and illicit trafficking com-
pounds their plight. The World Bank reckons that illicit trade in animals, fish, and timber 
costs the global economy $1–$2 trillion, if one includes lost ecosystem services like carbon 
sequestration and genetic resources.118 Fortunately, a practical, two-pronged response is there 
for the taking, courtesy of the Global Initiative to End Wildlife Crime. The first step would 
be to amend the Convention on the International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild 
Fauna and Flora, known as CITES, to tighten regulations on the capture, transport, trade, 
and sale of endangered species that can harm both human and animal health. The second 
would involving adding a fourth protocol to the UN Convention Against Transnational 
Organized Crime, or Palermo Convention, to criminalize illicit trafficking in wild animals 
and plants.119

Make Global Development Truly Sustainable

In parallel, the world must adopt a new approach to development tailored to the 
Anthropocene.120 For decades, humanity has pursued a development model that is heedless 
of its impact on the natural world in which we are inextricably embedded and, moreover, 
posits a false trade-off between investing in “people vs. trees.”121 The material gains of this 
model have been undeniable, bringing billions out of poverty and bettering the human 
condition, but such progress has often come at catastrophic cost to nature, and the bill is 
coming due. We cannot afford to continue on this same path, because the planet cannot 
sustain the massive ecological footprint that will result. Today, the wealthiest 1 percent of 
humanity—some 80 million people—emits 100 times as much carbon dioxide per capita as 
the poorest 50 percent—comprising about 4 billion.122 The challenge is to bring prosperity 
to those still mired in poverty without destroying the biosphere. 

Reconciling the needs of humanity with the viability of nature requires a commitment to 
ecological stewardship. In 2015, UN member states unanimously approved the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs)—seventeen objectives intended to guide international efforts to 
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advance economic, social, and environmental well-being through 2030.123 Achieving these 
goals will only be possible if developing country governments, supported by international 
donors, formulate public policies and deploy incentives that persuade private actors and 
communities to conserve nature, out of their own enlightened self-interest. This applies not 

only to those goals explicitly focused on the envi-
ronment—including those related to climate action 
(SDG13), the preservation of life below water (SDG14), 
and the conservation of life on land (SDG15)—but also 
to other goals heavily reliant on natural capital—such 
as those focused on alleviating poverty (SDG1) and 
hunger (SDG2), ensuring access to reliable water and 
sanitation (SDG6) and clean energy (SDG7), and 
promoting responsible consumption and production 
(SDG12). 

Environmental degradation has become one of the 
biggest barriers to international development and is 

among the most important factors in rising global inequality, because the world’s poor bear 
its heaviest brunt.124 Reversing this dynamic will require formulating public policies, incen-
tivizing behaviors, encouraging norms, and empowering communities to ensure that market 
behaviors contribute to sustainable rather than rapacious development. 

One of the top global priorities should be reining in extractive industries like timber and 
mining that damage the ecosystems of commodity-exporting developing nations. The costs 
of such activities are typically borne by local inhabitants and communities rather than being 
incorporated into the operations of relevant companies or passed on to consumers at the end 
of supply chains. 

Well-intentioned developing country governments can take a number of steps to correct such 
market failures and capture market externalities. National authorities can implement robust 
systems of natural capital accounting that place an appropriate value on ecosystem services, 
adopt laws that restrict or punish environmentally damaging actions, and implement 
financing schemes that support a clean energy transition. They can also harness nature itself 
to promote human development by investing in reforestation, the restoration of wetlands, 
the replanting of mangroves, and other environmental initiatives that advance social progress 
even as they help restore balance between people and the planet.125

The Bretton Woods institutions, as well as the regional multilateral development banks, can 
advance this agenda by elevating concerns about environmental stewardship in their lending 
and grantmaking activities and their provision of technical assistance, directing more of 
their funds to biodiversity conservation as a global public good and helping developing 
country governments obtain a clear picture of the full costs their societies are incurring as 
a result of environmental degradation. In parallel, the aid agencies of wealthy nations that 
are members of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
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can reinforce nature-friendly development by devoting a greater share of their bilateral and 
multilateral assistance to conservation efforts and helping partner countries hold corporate 
perpetrators to account.126 More generally, OECD donors can condition a larger proportion 
of their aid on sustainable environmental policies—much as the U.S. Millennium Challenge 
Corporation makes access to its financial resources conditional on good governance. 

Finally, the international donor community can help close the yawning gap between what 
the world actually spends on biodiversity conservation and what is needed, including by 
leveraging the private sector. The Paulson Institute, established by former U.S. treasury 
secretary Henry Paulson, estimates total current biodiversity funding at $124–$143 billion a 
year, whereas the world needs to spend $722–$967 billion per year over the next decade. In 
other words, the annual biodiversity financing gap amounts to $598–$824 billion (or $711 
billion, on average). Closing it will require multiple lines of attack involving both public 
and private sectors, ranging from phasing out harmful subsidies to improving supply chain 
sustainability, generating new revenues, expanding biodiversity offsets, increasing official 
development assistance for biodiversity, investing in natural infrastructure, and expanding 
nature-based solutions and carbon markets.127

Strengthen the Convention on Biological Diversity 

Simultaneously, nations need to bolster the international legal framework for biodiversity 
conservation, particularly the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD).128 The CBD, 
which was approved along with the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and 
the Desertification Convention at the Rio Earth summit of 1992, created a flexible multilat-
eral framework intended to advance three objectives: conserve diversity within and among 
species and ecosystems; promote the sustainable use of living natural resources; and ensure 
the “fair and equitable” sharing of any benefits obtained from exploiting genetic resources.129 

Unfortunately, the CBD has failed miserably to slow the loss of ecosystems and species.130 
This was not the plan back in 2010, when its parties met in Nagoya, Japan, and endorsed the 
so-called Aichi targets, pledging to protect fragile habitats, lower extinction rates, preserve 
genetic diversity, reduce pollution, eliminate invasive species, adopt sustainable agriculture 
and fisheries practices, and generally elevate biodiversity in their national development 
plans.131 The world failed to deliver on any of these aspirations, in part because the targets 
were vague, lacked quantifiable indicators against which to assess progress, and were poorly 
aligned to specific national commitments for which 
governments could be held accountable.132 In the inter-
vening decade, the state of global biodiversity has gone 
from bad to worse, thanks to the continued degradation 
of landscapes and seascapes, quickening climate change, 
overexploitation of animals and plants, massive nutrient 
and other forms of pollution, and the introduction of 
invasive species.

The CBD has failed miserably 
to slow the loss of ecosystems 
and species.
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Some hope is on the horizon, however. After multiple delays related to the COVID-19 pan-
demic, the second phase of the fifteenth conference of parties (COP15) to the CBD will con-
vene in Montreal on December 7–19, 2022, and governments are slated to approve an action 
plan to guide global conservation efforts through 2030.133 This Post-2020 Global Biodiversity 
Framework is intended to inform urgent policy action to stabilize biodiversity loss by 2030 
and facilitate its steady recovery over the subsequent twenty years, to achieve the CBD’s vision 
of “living in harmony with nature by 2050.”134 The framework as currently drafted includes 
twenty-one unique targets. They include proposals to reduce current rates of extinction by 90 
percent, halve the incidence of invasive species, eliminate plastic pollution, end $500 billion 
worth of nature-destroying subsidies, reduce pesticide use by two-thirds, and mobilize finan-
cial resources of at least $200 billion annually for biodiversity conservation.

The most headline-grabbing target is a commitment to permanently protect 30 percent of 
Earth’s terrestrial and marine surface by 2030. The bold proposal was the brainchild of 
nineteen prominent scientists who in April 2019 called for a “global deal for nature.” This 
so-called 30x30 proposal captured the imaginations of governments and civil society.135 In 
late 2020, France and Costa Rica joined forces to establish a high ambition coalition for 
nature and people, which they launched at the One Planet Summit in Paris in January 
2021.136 More than one hundred governments have since endorsed 30x30.137 They include 
the United States and, at the subnational level, multiple U.S. states, including California.138 

The goal has also been included in the draft strategic 
plan to be approved in Montreal.139 Achieving this 
objective on a global scale, scientists argue, will advance 
four critical, interrelated aims: preventing biodiversity 
loss, preserving vital carbon sinks, conserving natural 
capital assets required for sustainable economic growth, 
and reducing the risks  
of future pandemics.140  

As a communications tool, 30x30 has been a resound-
ing success. Still, there is a long way to go. Globally, 
about 15 percent of the planet’s land enjoys some official 

protection, but many designated areas are fragmented, and some of the most biodiverse are 
ignored. Meanwhile, only 7.5 percent of the world’s oceans are protected, and just 3 percent 
strongly so.141 Achieving 30x30 will cost money—by one estimate, $140 billion, equivalent 
to 0.16 percent of global GDP.142 That may sound like a lot, but it is less than 5 percent of 
what the world spends on nature-destroying subsidies.143 

It will also require creative thinking about which 30 percent of land and ocean merits protec-
tion. Governments must balance several conservation priorities, including protecting all 
major ecosystem types, preventing species extinction, preserving essential ecosystem services, 
maximizing carbon sequestration, and dampening climate-induced environmental changes.144 
National authorities must resist the temptation to expand protections to low-value ecosys-
tems or those already well-represented at the expense of biodiversity hotspots or underrep-
resented habitats and species, and they must be prepared to help preserve ecosystems in 
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other countries that are more important to the biosphere than their domestic equivalents.145 
Finally, the parties to the CBD will need to negotiate instruments to monitor compliance 
with 30x30 and the twenty other new targets—and agree on how to apportion the burden 
of paying for them. 

End the U.S. Outlier Status by Ratifying the Treaty of Life

Three decades after it emerged from the Rio de Janeiro Earth summit in 1992, the CBD 
has been ratified by 196 countries. The United States is the sole remaining holdout.146 This 
failure of global leadership is embarrassing, unconscionable, and self-defeating. As a non-
party, the United States can participate only as an observer in CBD negotiations, diluting 
its diplomatic leverage. Accordingly, the Biden administration should promptly submit the 
CBD to the U.S. Senate for its advice and consent, while refuting several misconceptions 
that continue to underpin domestic political resistance to the convention. Contrary to what 
critics allege, the convention poses no threat to U.S. sovereignty, requires no change in 
America’s environmental laws, imposes no onerous financial burdens, and poses no risk to 
U.S. commercial interests.147 

At first blush, the U.S. failure to ratify the CBD seems inexplicable. The United States was a 
global pioneer in domestic environmental conservation, including through measures like the 
Endangered Species Act (1973), and it spearheaded the early push for a global biodiversity 
treaty during the 1980s.148 In a 1991 message to Congress, then president George H. W. 
Bush lauded America’s domestic environmental legacy while reminding legislators that “en-
vironmental threats do not stop at a line on a map.” Indeed, he continued, “In the months 
and years ahead, we need to broaden our dialogue with other nations and international 
institutions and together address environmental issues that know no boundaries.”149  

Although the CBD that emerged from Rio was the handiwork of U.S. negotiators, Bush 
declined to sign it during a heated election year. Former president Bill Clinton signed it in 
June 1993 and submitted it to the Senate that November. The next year, the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee endorsed it on a bipartisan basis by a 16-3 vote. Unfortunately, the 
treaty then died, as Senate minority leader Bob Dole mobilized a blocking minority to 
oppose it. None of the next three presidents—George W. Bush, Barack Obama, or Donald 
Trump—resubmitted it for Senate reconsideration.150 

To secure Senate consent to the CBD, the Biden administration will need to forcefully 
challenge several specious arguments made by treaty opponents. The most ludicrous is that 
the CBD threatens American sovereignty.151 In fact, Article 3 of the CBD explicitly reaffirms 
the principle of national jurisdiction: “States have, in accordance with the Charter of the 
United Nations and the principles of international law, the sovereign right to exploit 
their own natural resources pursuant to their own environmental policies.”152 The sole 
caveat, consistent with the legal principle of nonharm, is a responsibility to ensure 
that any such activities do not damage the environment of other parties or the global 
environmental commons. Moreover, as the CBD was being drafted, U.S. negotiators 
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insisted on protections for national sovereignty. The Clinton administration subsequent-
ly drafted seven “understandings” that reinforced U.S. prerogatives and delimited U.S. 
legal obligations under the treaty.153 Thanks to U.S. clarifications, the United States 
would retain all of its sovereign authorities.154 

Ratifying the CBD would also not impose changes in U.S. laws and policies nor run athwart 
the U.S. federal system. As a framework convention, the CBD offers a practical platform for 
multilateral cooperation, but its parties retain wide discretion in how they meet its conserva-
tion, sustainable use, and benefit-sharing provisions. The United States is already in compli-
ance with the treaty’s substantive terms: it possesses a highly developed system of protected 
areas, policies to reduce biodiversity loss in sensitive areas, and procedures to consider the 
environmental impacts of its commercial activities. The treaty would not compel any new 
U.S. environmental legislation, alter the authorities that the fifty U.S. states enjoy under 
the Constitution to manage and protect natural resources, or authorize any legal actions in 
U.S. federal or state courts. Nor would becoming party to the convention impose onerous 
financial burdens on U.S. taxpayers.155 

Finally, the CBD contains adequate protections for the intellectual property rights (IPR) 
of U.S. corporations while safeguarding their access to biodiversity in other countries. Like 
many multilateral treaties, the CBD embodies a bargain between developed and developing 
countries. Its benefit-sharing provisions are intended to provide rich-but-relatively-biodiversi-
ty-poor countries with access to genetic resources, in return for providing financial resources 

and technology to poor-but-biodiversity-rich countries. 
Fortunately, these equity provisions are carefully 
worded to emphasize the “mutually agreed terms” of 
such arrangements.156 These safeguards help explain 
why so many U.S. corporations, including in the 
agriculture and biotechnology sectors, strongly support 
CBD ratification. 

By remaining a nonparty, the United States undercuts 
its claims to international leadership on biodiversity 
issues, sacrifices influence over the global conservation 
agenda, and forfeits an opportunity to protect U.S. 
interests under the CBD’s consensus-based decision-
making procedures. Failure to ratify also prevents the 

United States from becoming party to the Nagoya Protocol to the CBD, which establishes 
rules regarding access to and the fair and equitable sharing of benefits from genetic resourc-
es.157 This puts U.S. scientists, as well as pharmaceutical, biotechnology, agricultural, and 
other firms, at a potential disadvantage.158

The U.S. failure to ratify the CBD is a classic case of American “exemptionalism”—the ten-
dency of the United States to seek to make rules for the world, only to defect in the end from 
a treaty it initially spearheaded.159 The Biden administration and the Senate have a chance to 
break this pattern and advance U.S. interests by ratifying the so-called Treaty of Life.160
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Conclude a High Seas Biodiversity Treaty 

In parallel, the world’s governments must finalize the UN High Seas Biodiversity Treaty, 
which has been under negotiation since December 2017.161 As the quintessential global 
commons, the high seas comprise the portion of the oceans that exists outside the national 
jurisdiction and exclusive economic zone (EEZ) of any nation. They encompass 43 percent 
of the planet’s surface and the entire water column below—about 90 percent of the ocean 
by volume. The purpose of this multilateral convention is to establish rules governing the 
exploitation and sustainable management of the living marine resources and ecosystems 
within this zone.162 

Although not entirely lawless, the high seas are poorly governed by an incomplete patchwork 
of bodies and treaties covering everything from migratory birds and regional fisheries to 
deep-sea mining and pollution from ships.163 The UN Convention on the Law of the Sea 
(UNCLOS) is the closest thing to a constitution for the ocean.164 While it provides valuable 
rules, including on freedom of navigation and the extent of territorial seas, UNCLOS offers 
minimal guidance on environmental conservation. A high seas pact would plug this gaping 
hole.165 

Time is of the essence. Though once considered lifeless, the high seas are a storehouse of 
remarkable biodiversity, from mid-ocean seamounts to deep-sea coral fields.166 But their 
benefits extend well beyond healthy fisheries and yet-to-be-discovered genetic resources. 
Oceans absorb half of the carbon dioxide generated from the burning of fossil fuels, buffer-
ing the planet from the full effects of climate change—an 
ecosystem service that economists value between $74 bil-
lion and $222 billion per year.167 That does not count the 
incalculable worth of ocean phytoplankton in generating 
half of the oxygen we breathe.168 

Unfortunately, their health is declining precipitously, as 
technological advances permit their unprecedented ex-
ploitation.169 Already, some 40 percent of the oceans have 
been severely altered by human activity; only 3 percent can be considered pristine.170 They 
stand to suffer even more as nations and corporations ramp up their marine activities and 
exploitation. Without a high seas agreement, for instance, there is little to stop a nation (or 
private actor operating under a flag of convenience) from undertaking ecologically destruc-
tive mining operations on the deep seabed, launching freelance climate remediation efforts 
at sea, or even creating floating cities mid-ocean, heedless of the impacts on marine life.171

Reaching agreement on a high seas treaty is a precondition for achieving the 30x30 target 
for the oceans. Unfortunately, negotiations are stuck in the doldrums. Despite a deadline to 
finalize an agreed text by the end of 2022, governments failed to reach agreement at their 
fifth round of negotiations in August, suspending their talks indefinitely.172 To bring this 
treaty into port, diplomats must overcome major sticking points, including on multilateral 
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rules to govern the sharing of benefits from marine genetic resources, the designation of 
marine protected areas (MPAs), the conduct of environmental impact assessments, and the 
transfer of marine technology to poor countries.173 Underlying many specific disagreements 
is a broader philosophical divide: developing nations insist that the high seas and their 
resources constitute the “common heritage of mankind,” whereas developed nations tend to 
invoke the “freedom of the seas” and resist being bound by international obligations.174

The topic of marine genetic resources is especially divisive.175 Parties disagree whether bene-
fit-sharing should be voluntary or mandatory and whether it should apply only to specimens 
collected in situ or also to genetic sequence data subsequently derived from them. Poorer 
nations want maximal benefit-sharing; wealthy ones prioritize IPR protections for private 
companies.176

Countries are similarly divided on the rules that should govern the collective management 
of fragile, biodiverse zones, as well as the mechanisms by which the world will identify, 
establish, regulate, and monitor MPAs and other area-based management tools.177 Likewise, 
while there is broad support for governments and companies to conduct environmental 
impact assessments before undertaking major activities on the high seas, nations differ on 
the threshold that should trigger them and the technical standards that should inform them, 
as well as whether they should be mandated and/or reviewed by a treaty body.178 In the case 
of both MPAs and impact assessments, governments face pressure from powerful economic 
interests—including shipping, fishing, and seabed mining industries—to adopt a light 
regulatory touch. 

Finally, negotiators need agreement on fraught institutional questions. They must create a 
secretariat to implement the treaty and establish multilateral mechanisms to resolve disputes, 
monitor compliance, and finance activities. They must also clarify the relationship between 
any new arrangements and existing multilateral bodies, not least the dozen-odd regional 
fisheries management organizations and the International Seabed Authority (ISA). More 
pointedly, nations need to conduct a thorough review of the ISA, which is failing to balance 
its twin responsibilities of facilitating resource exploitation and ensuring ocean conserva-
tion.179 Indeed, mounting evidence suggests it has become the victim of regulatory capture 
by mining interests seeking to capitalize on the surging global demand for cobalt, nickel, 
rare earth elements, and other minerals required to produce the batteries that, ironically 
enough, will power our clean energy future.180

Negotiate a Global Pact for the Environment

Finally, nations should open formal negotiations on a Global Pact for the Environment, 
which has been the subject of UN discussions since 2018.181 Such a treaty would bring 
much-needed coherence to the fragmented legal order of international environmental 
protections.182 In contrast to the global trading system, which grants the WTO pride of 
place as a rule-setter and adjudicator, there is no overarching international legal framework 
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or organization to govern global environmental matters.183 Instead, a collage of hundreds 
of multilateral treaties promotes cooperation on specific areas, such as biodiversity, climate 
change, desertification, endangered species, hazardous waste, marine pollution, the ozone 
layer, wetlands, and the like—as if environmental 
concerns could be effectively tackled one at a time. There 
is little clarity about how legal principles and rules should 
translate from one sphere to another, much less how the 
various treaty-implementing bodies, which are typically 
underpowered, should relate to one another.184

A global pact would help bring coherence to this frag-
mented legal order. Beyond establishing a fundamental 
human right to a clean and healthy environment, as en-
dorsed overwhelmingly within the UN General Assembly 
and UN Human Rights Council, it would codify a sov-
ereign obligation to ensure that state and private actions 
do not harm other countries or the global commons.185 The pact would elevate prevention by 
endorsing the precautionary principle and provide a measure of restorative justice through 
the principle that polluters should pay for environmental degradation. To hold governments 
accountable, the convention should include provisions for periodic reporting, establish rules 
for liability, and provide mechanisms for the peaceful resolution of transboundary environ-
mental disputes.186 

Despite overwhelming international support, multilateral negotiations on a global pact 
within the United Nations Environment Assembly (UNEA) collapsed in spring 2019, in 
part due to opposition from the Trump administration. In the end, the UNEA agreed only 
to pursue a nonbinding political declaration, timed to coincide with the fiftieth anniversary 
of the Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment and the creation of UNEP. The 
UNEA approved that declaration in March 2022.187 

Although this outcome frustrated many governments, jurists, and environmental activists, it 
is unlikely to be the final word. Momentum toward a binding treaty will surely increase as 
Earth’s ecological crisis deepens. Moreover, the history of international law shows that even 
informal declarations can foreshadow more formal instruments. The Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights (1948), which laid the normative foundations for more than a dozen 
human rights treaties, is a case in point. This precedent may provide solace for those seeking 
a stronger international legal framework to protect our finite and fragile planet.188

One should have no illusions, of course, about the enormous hurdles standing in the way of 
eventual ratification of a global pact—as well as of the CBD and the High Seas Biodiversity 
Treaty—by the United States itself. The nation has a venerable history of opting out of trea-
ties, even those that it spearheaded and drafted. Moreover, ratification depends on support 
of two-thirds of the U.S. Senate, which is aptly known as the graveyard of treaties. Today’s 
intense partisan ideological divisions will only complicate matters.
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Despite these obstacles, the Biden administration should seize this opportunity to exercise 
global leadership in biodiversity conservation, because it could pay significant dividends. 
The experience of UNCLOS is instructive. Although the United States never ratified that 
convention, it treats it for the most part as customary international law and benefits from 
provisions that U.S. treaty negotiators helped to draft. The Biden administration has a 
similar chance to shape the evolving framework of international environmental cooperation.

Moreover, the preservation of biodiversity is a rare topic (like the struggle against human 
trafficking) that boasts significant bipartisan political support on Capitol Hill. More than a 
third of the members of the House of Representatives and the Senate participate in a robust 
International Conservation Caucus—the largest such grouping in Congress. Its members 
“share a conviction that the United States has the opportunity, the obligation, and the 
interests to advance the conservation of natural resources for this and future generations.”189 
This caucus could offer a promising forum in which to discuss and build support for a global 
pact, as well as to the CBD and the High Seas Biodiversity Treaty. To increase prospects for 
U.S. accession, the instrument of ratification in each case should include specific reserva-
tions, understandings, and declarations to reassure conservative Senators who fear that the 
conventions might otherwise undermine U.S. sovereignty.190 
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Making Peace With Nature 

“Making peace with nature is the defining task of the [twenty-first] century,” U.N. Secretary 
General Antonio Guterres has declared.191 Indeed, it poses the greatest collective action 
challenge humanity has ever faced. Preserving the ecological foundations for human civ-
ilization requires above all a change of mindset: recognizing that our species must live in 
harmony with, and become wise stewards of, a biosphere in which we are deeply and ines-
capably embedded. Success in this endeavor will require not only arresting climate change 
but safeguarding biological diversity and the innumerable benefits we obtain from healthy 
ecosystems. As the late, famed evolutionary biologist E. O. Wilson wrote, “Biodiversity as 
a whole forms a shield protecting each of the species that compose it, ourselves included.”192 
We ignore it—and abuse it—at our peril.

The predicament we confront is encapsulated in the dueling cartographies that have vied 
for our attention ever since we opened our first atlas as children. It likely began with two 
distinct maps. The first, geophysical one, captured the world in its natural state, revealing a 
startling array of biomes and ecosystems—rainforests and savannas, steppe and taiga, moun-
tains and glaciers, river valleys and deserts, icecaps and tundra, remote atolls and barrier 
reefs, continental shelves and deep-sea trenches—shading into one another in often jagged 
and overlapping ways. The second, geopolitical one, depicted Earth’s terrestrial surface 
carved into precise lines demarcating independent territorial units, each colored distinctly 
from its neighbors, with a star indicating its capital.193 

These dueling cartographies have always been jarring, 
and it’s not always clear how they shape and relate to 
one another. The first, like the famous “Earthrise” pho-
tograph taken by astronauts aboard Apollo 8, is clearly 
the more authentic representation of our planet.194 The 
second, with its artificially imposed borders, is akin to a 
work of fiction—and yet people tend to treat it as more 
important. The crisis of the biosphere has forced a col-
lision of these two maps, exposing the tension between 
an integrated natural world and a divided world polity, 
demanding that we reconcile the two.195 

National sovereignty is here to stay, but a new worl-
dview grounded in ecological realism could help close the distance between the political 
and natural worlds. While paradigm shifts are rare in world politics, the arrival of the 
Anthropocene is a transformative moment, underlining humanity’s common destiny. Our 
predicament cries out for new thinking about our relationship to the Earth and how new 
forms of international cooperation might permit us to survive and even repair the damage 
we have done to our common home. It cries out for planetary politics.
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